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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a technique for text-to-audio-visual speech synthesis based on hidden Markov models (HMMs), in which lip image sequences are modeled based on image- or pixel-based approach. To reduce the dimensionality of visual speech feature space, we obtain a set of orthogonal vectors (eigenlips) by principal components analysis (PCA), and use a subset of the PCA coefficients and their dynamic features as visual speech parameters. Auditory and visual speech parameters are modeled by HMMs separately, and lip movements are synchronized with auditory speech by using phoneme boundaries of auditory speech for synthesizing lip image sequences. We confirmed that the generated auditory speech and lip image sequences are realistic and synchronized naturally.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that human speech is bimodal both in expression and perception. It is shown that human perception of auditory speech can be affected by the visual information of lip movements [1]. There have been proposed various approaches to incorporating bimodality of speech into human computer interaction interfaces. Audio-visual speech synthesis is one of the research topics in this area.

There exist two approaches to modeling lip movements, that is, model-based approach and image- or pixel-based approach. As one of the model-based approaches, a facial animation synthesis system using 3-D mouth shape have been developed [2]. We have also been proposed an audio-visual speech synthesis system [3] by applying a framework of HMM-based speech synthesis [4], [5], in which the lip shape is modeled by geometric parameters representing the lip contour. However, one of the difficulties in this approach is extracting positional parameters from a large amount of image sequences. On the other hand, in the image- or pixel-based approach, it is easy to handle data by processing intensities of pixels directly in the training and synthesis stages. Moreover, realistic lip image sequences, which include inner mouth parts such as teeth or a tongue, can be easily synthesized without creating computer graphics (CG).

In this paper, we adopt the latter approach, and propose a technique for text-to-audio-visual speech synthesis based on HMM. The synthesis system consists of auditory speech synthesis part and visual speech synthesis part. The auditory speech synthesis part is the same as [5]. The visual speech synthesis part also adopts the same framework except for the feature parameters. Lip movements are synchronized with auditory speech by using phoneme boundaries of auditory speech for synthesizing lip image sequences. Image-based visual speech synthesis systems based on HMM have also been proposed in [6], [7]. Our approach differs from them in that dynamic feature parameters are used in addition to static feature parameters, and the generated sequence reflects statistical information of both static and dynamic features of several phonemes before and after the current phoneme.

In the following, we summarize the HMM-based audio-visual speech synthesis system in Section 2. Experimental conditions and results are also given in Section 3 and 4, respectively, and concluding remarks are presented in the Section 5.

2. HMM-BASED AUDIO-VISUAL SPEECH SYNTHESIS SYSTEM

The block diagram of the HMM-based text-to-audio-visual speech synthesis system is illustrated in Figure 1. First, arbitrary input text to be synthesized is converted to a context-based label sequence. Then a sentence auditory HMM is constructed by concatenating context-dependent phoneme auditory HMMs according to the label sequence. State durations of the sentence auditory HMM are determined by the state duration densities [8], and a sequence of auditory speech parameter vectors is generated from the sentence auditory HMM by using a speech parameter generation algorithm [4]. Simultaneously, state durations of the sentence visual HMM are determined based on the obtained phoneme durations of synthetic speech. According to the
state durations, a sequence of visual speech parameter vectors is generated in the same manner as auditory speech synthesis.

2.1. Audio Speech Synthesis

We use mel-cepstral coefficients as spectral parameters. Sequences of mel-cepstral coefficient vectors are modeled by continuous density HMMs. Pitch patterns and state durations are modeled by multi-space probability distribution HMMs [9] and multi-dimensional Gaussian distributions, respectively. The auditory feature vector consists of two streams, i.e., the one for spectral parameter vector and the other for pitch parameter vector, and each phoneme HMM has its state duration densities. To model variations of spectra, pitch and duration accurately, we take account of contextual factors such as phone identity factors, stress-related factors and locational factors. The distributions for spectral parameters, pitch parameters and state durations are clustered independently by using a decision-tree based context clustering technique [10].

A sequence of mel-cepstral coefficients and pitch values is generated from the sentence auditory HMM by using parameter generation algorithm summarized in the following.

For a given continuous HMM $\lambda$ and a state sequence $Q = \{q_1, q_2, \cdots, q_T\}$, we obtain an auditory parameter sequence $O = \{o_1, o_2, \cdots, o_T\}$ that maximizes $P(O|Q, \lambda)$. The output distribution of each state is assumed to be a single Gaussian distribution. If the output parameters are determined independently of preceding or succeeding frames, it is obvious that $P(O|Q, \lambda)$ is maximized when the parameter vector sequence is equal to the mean vector sequence. This may result in discontinuities at state boundaries in the generated parameter sequence.

To avoid this problem, we assume that feature parameter vector $o_t$ consists of static and dynamic feature vectors, that is, $o_t = [c_t^1, \Delta c_t^1, \Delta^2 c_t^1]'$, and dynamic feature vectors were calculated as follows:

$$
\Delta^{(n)} c_t = \sum_{i=-L_t}^{L_t} w^{(n)}(i)c_{t+i}, \quad n = 1, 2, \quad (1)
$$

where $\Delta^{(1)} c_t = \Delta c_t$, $\Delta^{(2)} c_t = \Delta^2 c_t$. Under these constrains, a sequence of static feature parameter vectors $C = \{c_1, c_2, \cdots, c_T\}$ is determined by a set of linear equations $\partial \log P(O|Q, \lambda)/\partial C = 0$, which can be solved by a fast algorithm derived in [4]. By using dynamic features, the generated parameter vector sequence reflects both means and covariances of the output distributions of a number of frames before and after the current frame.

Finally, speech is synthesized directly from the generated mel-cepstral coefficients and pitch values by using the MLSA (Mel Log Spectrum Approximation) filter [11], [12].

2.2. Visual Speech Synthesis

One of the problems of the image-based approach is high computational complexity of modeling and synthesizing lip images because of high dimensionality of the feature space. To cope with this problem, we apply principal component analysis (PCA) to lip images, and represent each lip image by a linear combinations of orthogonal vectors (eigenlips) in a manner similar to the eigenface [13]. By using a subset of coefficients associated with eigenlips as feature parameters, dimensionality of the feature space and computational complexity could be reduced significantly.

We used phoneme models as the visual speech synthesis units, so that lip movements can easily be synchronized with auditory speech. The basic idea for synchronizing lip movements with auditory speech is to use the identical phoneme durations in the auditory and visual speech synthesis parts. In this work, the state durations of visual HMMs are determined based on phoneme durations obtained in the auditory speech synthesis part. According to the obtained state durations, a sequence of PCA coefficients is generated from the sentence visual HMM in the same manner as auditory speech synthesis. A lip image sequence is reconstructed from generated PCA coefficients and eigenlips.
3. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

We used phonetically balanced 450 sentences from the ATR Japanese speech database for training auditory HMMs. Auditory speech signals were sampled at 16kHz and windowed by a 25ms Blackman window with a 5ms shift, and then mel-cepstral coefficients were obtained by the mel-cepstral analysis [11]. The auditory feature vector consists of spectral and pitch parameter vectors. The spectral parameter vector consists of 25 mel-cepstral coefficients including the 0th coefficient, and their first and second derivatives. The pitch parameter vector consists of log $F_0$ and its first and second derivatives.

We constructed an audio-visual speech database which consists of the same phonetically balanced Japanese 503 sentences as the ATR Japanese speech database. Auditory speech and the corresponding video images were recorded in parallel using a DAT recorder and a digital VCR. The video images contained only mouth area and the tip of the nose. NTSC video frames were digitized at 29.97 fps, 720×480 pixels, 24bits per pixel. Each frame was decomposed into two interlaced fields. As a result, we obtained about 60 lip images per second. Captured images were phoneme-labeled semi-automatically according to the segmentation results of the auditory speech. Location and intensity normalization were applied to training lip image sequences, then the lip regions were cut out to 176×144 pixels. For training visual HMMs, we used the same 450 sentences from this database as those used for training auditory HMMs. We obtained 1024 eigenlips by applying PCA to 1024 lip images selected randomly from 179281 frames in the training set, and represented all the training images by linear combinations of the eigenlips. The visual feature vector consisted of 32 coefficients associated with the top 32 eigenlips and their first and second derivatives. The top 32 eigenlips contained about 80% of the statistical variance of the ensemble.

Auditory and visual synthesis parts used 5-state left-to-right HMMs and 3-state left-to-right HMMs, respectively. The details of the contextual factors taken into account for modeling auditory speech are shown in [5], and the only phonetic contextual factors were taken into account for modeling visual speech.

4. RESULTS

We synthesized audio-visual speech of Japanese sentences which were not included in the training data. Figure 2 shows the trajectories of the synthesized lip image parameters for a sentence. Only a fragment corresponding to the phrase “/t-o-k-a-i-d-e-w-a/,” which means “in a city” in English, is shown in the figure. The thick lines show the trajectories of PCA coefficients of the synthesized visual-speech with dynamic features and thin lines show those without dynamic features. Dashed lines show those of a real speech. The trajectories of the synthesized parameters with dynamic features are smooth and resemble those of the real parameters. It is noted that no additional smoothing process was applied in the proposed system.

Figure 3 shows generated spectra and lip image sequence for the same fragment as shown in Figure 2. It was observed that the synthesized speech and lip image sequence are smooth and realistic. The movie files1 attached to this paper demonstrate our text-to-audio-visual speech synthesis system. Movie files [Movie 01692_01.MOV] and [Movie 01692_02.MOV] were generated with dynamic visual features and without dynamic visual features, respectively. In both of the movies, auditory speech were synthesized with dynamic features.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed a technique for image-based audio-visual speech synthesis from an arbitrary input text by applying the framework of HMM-based speech synthesis. The experimental results showed that, by using the PCA coefficients and their dynamic feature parameters as visual features, we can synthesize smooth and realistic lip image sequences from visual HMMs, and that generated auditory speech signal and lip image sequences are synchronized naturally. Future work will be directed toward constructing an audio-visual speech synthesizer which can synthesize whole facial image sequence.

---

1 The latest movie files can be found in our WWW site at: http://kt-lab.ics.nitech.ac.jp/~sako/lipsynthesis
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